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The Rhythm of Joy by Ann Marie Work
Joy is the celebration of life. It is the effervescence
which moves through your being like the radiance of
sunshine smiling through from the inside out. Joy is the
fuel which drives creative ideas into materialization.
It is the force which makes things happen in your life
according to your desires. It is the energy to lift you out
of depression, clear your perspectives on life and allow
you to embrace and move into positive thoughts and
actions.
People often ask, “What is my mission in life?”
The answer to this question may seem complicated
and difficult to grasp. Yet, it is simple. Your mission in
life is to find what brings you joy, live what brings you
joy and share this joy with others. When you live and
share what brings you joy, your life will be fulfilled.
You will be guided from the inside out, rather than by
what someone else thinks is right for you or what you
perceive someone else wants you to do.
When you are listening to your heart, the Rhythm
of Joy begins like a radiant smile from deep within and
moves through your being. This movement of energy
creates a magnetic attraction for those people, things
and events which bring your thoughts and ideas into
physical reality. You are unique, and the gifts you came
to share with the world are all those things which bring
you joy.
Joy is the expression of Creative Love moving
through your being and in your life. Suppressing your
joy is the same as suppressing your creative energy.
When you are out of joy, you are out of balance
physically, mentally and emotionally. The body moves
into a state of stagnation and dysfunction which can
lead to chemical imbalances catapulting a person into
depression and chronic degeneration. When you have

lost the Rhythm of Joy, it can seem like a spiraling
decent into an abyss of no return.
The simplest way to restore your Rhythm of Joy
is through movement and creativity.
How do you find joy once it has left your life?
If the Rhythm of Joy is completely void in your life,
the only way to restore it is through movement and
creativity. Turn on some joyful music and let your
body dance. Move. . . move . . .move. On the top of
the list would be movement which includes balance
such as Yoga, Tai-chi, Tai-kwando, Karate, etc. The
more the body moves the better. Try dance lessons,
belly dancing or join a fitness center. In addition, do
something creative everyday. This could include taking
classes, discovering your creative talents, playing
with children, volunteering in community projects or
becoming involved in something greater than yourself.
You can begin with simple things such as creating a
new hair style, cooking, writing letters to friends and
family or planning a party. Just be creative.
You may want to start a journal and title it: What
brings me joy? Write in it every day, even if it is only
one or two sentences. Then begin to expand this topic
by describing how you express your joy. Include short
and long term plans to create experiences which would
bring you joy. An example would be to list goals such
as: It would bring me joy to assist with the project
Habitat for Humanity. Then list the steps to accomplish
the goals and when you plan to carry out these steps.
To restore the Rhythm of Joy to its full potential takes
a concentrated effort, but it is well worth every minute
you spend on it. To once again embrace life to its
fullest, is the greatest reward of all.

Harmonic Liquid Formula “Joy” was created to assist in inspiring and
amplifying your natural Rhythm of Joy.
Get a FREE 1/2 oz. Joy with your $100.00 minimum purchase! (1 per customer)
thru February 2016
Read more next page....
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease, they enhance the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Flood your cells with the effervescence of JOY

Stimulate your own natural Rhythm of Joy that emanates light, sound and the color yellow.
Harmonic Liquid Joy enhances the movement of light and the integration of harmonic vibrations
at the cellular level. It stimulates the ability to integrate into the depths of your being, allowing a
greater depth of cleansing and healing.

Suggested Use: Take 10 drops of Joy, 3-6 times a day, in 4-6 oz. water, for 10-25 days. Then

10 drops of Joy, 2 times a day or as desired.
• And - Assist in detoxifying the body and stabilizing the rhythms of life.
Add 4 drops of Harmonic Liquid Peace per gallon of pure water, drink throughout the day.

Enjoy these Harmonic Liquids for Basic Wellness!

Many people say, “I heard how wonderful your products are, but what do I take first?” Here
is a simple basic program to get you started, then add more products as desired!

Peace

Re-hydrate,
vitalize!

Joy

Activate life
energy!

Harmony
Revitalize
circulation!

Manna

Restore cellular
integrity!

AWAKEN

Amplify the power
within!

PEACE - Rehydrate the body and release stress:

Harmonize self-judgment, doubt, anxiety, etheric interference.
Energetically Assist: Hydration, relaxation, fluidity, anti-aging, activate
innate healing intelligence, histamine reaction, immune, lymph, DNA.
• Take 2-10 drops in water, in bath, on atlas, under tongue, etc.
• Put 5 drops in water for compress to ease discomfort.

JOY - Activate energies of life to anything it is placed in or on:

Harmonize Low-level wellness, aging, lethargy, injury, oppression,
products, chemicals, microwaved items.
Energetically assist: Regeneration, vitality, life sustaining energy.
• Take 2-10 drops in water, on food, under tongue, or topically. as desired.

HARMONY - Enhance the circulatory and glandular systems:

Harmonize powerlessness, anger, disappointment, limitation, emptiness,
emotional distress, patterns of chronic or premature aging.
Energetically Assist: Self-esteem, fulfillment, determination, attracting
true desires, glandular balance, circulation of fluids.
• Take 2-10 drops in water, under tongue, on tailbone, on soles and palms.

MANNA - Restore cellular integrity and remove toxic build up:

Harmonize low-level wellness, circulation of fluids, the food you eat.
Energetically Assist: Cellular integrity, rebuilding, vitality, health/healing, inner
light/harmony, digestive sytem, connective tissue, all cells & systems.
• Take 2-10 drops in water, on food, under tongue, topically or in foot bath.

AWAKEN - Amplify a full spectrum of the Divine Love within:

Harmonize disconnection from your true self, true identity, Divine Love within.
Energetically Assist: Conscious awareness, spiritual connection, self-worth,
potential, manifestation, DNA-RNA, body-mind-soul connection.
• Take 2-10 drops in water, under tongue or put on pulse points.

Harmonic Liquids Peace, Joy, Harmony, Manna, AWAKEN

On Sale thru February 2016! $53.00 ea. 2 oz. -- $17.00 ea. 1/2 oz.

Order at 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Clear! Rejuvenate! Vitalize!!
Use Harmonic Liquids Opal, Confidence, Creativity to help you:
• Clear dysfunctional frequencies and harmonize toxic chemicals that may be lodged in your cells.
Assist your body to continually clear that which is not in alignment with the Divine Love within.
• Focus on the POSITIVE! Use your intentions to reduce stress - BREATHE! - allow the doorways
of opportunity to come forth - envision your finances flowing and increasing - MOVE! - make a
concentrated effort to stimulate the movement of toxins and unsupportive energies lodged in the
cells. - DRINK LOTS OF GOOD WATER! REMEMBER HOW MAGNIFICENT YOU ARE and
your ability to communicate with others, enhancing relationships with fellow workers and family,
inspiring good conversation laughter and joy.

Opal, Confidence, Creativity individually or as a pre-mixed triad!
Now On Sale through February 2016 - $53.00 ea. 2 oz. - $17.00 ea. 1/2 oz.!!
To order call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515. Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

Attunement using Harmonic Liquids - Opal, Confidence, Creativity!

Put 5 drops each of Opal, Confidence, Creativity in a glass of purified water (or 7 drops of the premixed triad) - take a drink. Breathe deeply. Focus on Clearing, Rejuvenation and Revitalization.
• Open and clear the flow of energy in the energy systems of the body.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Disconnection - Fragmentation - Etheric Blockages - Negative spiritual energies/patterns
Energetically Assist and Inspire:
- Your spiritual connection - Coherence between the energy systems/bodies
- Clear, open and align your meridians, chakras and your aura. Cranio-sacral Rhythm and Fascia
• Amplify the Golden Light of Transformation. Restore RNA/DNA connection and communication.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Intimidation - Lack - Fear of love - Anger - Addictive patterns - Effects of toxins
Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Vital Life Force - Spiritual Gifts - Abundance - Prosperity
- Receiving/Letting go - Gratitude - Forgiveness - Self-confidence - All the cells of the body
• Revitalize your energy, youthfulness and the dynamics of creativity in your life.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Fatigue - Stagnation - Limitation - Loss - Rejection - Abuse - Unresolved issues
Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Celebration of Life - Enthusiasm - Motivation - Inspired thought
- Productivity - Vitality - Libido - Reproductive System - Healing the Child Within
Finish drinking and DECLARE: “I choose to acknowledge and embrace the Divine Love within
me and in my world. I awaken to the expanded consciousness within me and I acknowledge and
celebrate the Divine Love on all levels of my being. And so it is.”
Additional Suggested Uses: 3 times a day, put a few drops of each Opal, Confidence, Creativity (in that
order) in a glass of purified water and drink - Especially in the morning and before bedtime. (or a few drops
of the pre-mixed)
• Or put 10 drops of each (in the above order) in a quart of purified water and drink throughout the day. (or
10 drops of the pre-mixed)
• Wear the Pocket Activators to keep the energy of this triad in your body in motion.
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Full-Body Activators
Actual Size 6” long x 1” sq.

Stimulate the flow of energy in the craniosacral system to enhance balance, harmony,
vitality and health throughout your being!

Awaken the Breath of Life within you!

Experience the relaxation of a 20 Minute Activator Attunement!**

Stimulate the energies at the atlas and in the spine to enhance the body’s ability to:
• enhance the energies in the spine
• balance the cranio-sacral rhythms

• revitalize your energy systems
• harmonize the fluids in the body

In addition, use the Activators to stimulate your own natural harmonic energy to gently soothe and
relax your body. Relieve stress, balance the systems of your body and renew your creative energies
by placing one Activator on each side of you for 30 minutes while sitting or lying down.

Full-Body Activators

NOW On Sale thru February 2016 - $199.00! (reg. $245.00)

Order at www.harmonicsinternational.com or call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515!
**For complete instructions view this product on our website
or call for a FREE booklet. (Includes info on all Harmonic Products.)

“Is this all that life has to offer? How do I find out what really makes my heart sing?
Maybe there is more than I could even imagine! The truth of my Soul - I want to know!”
“God, this is a good book!” is a book about awakening the truth from within!

from “God, this is a good book!” by Rich Work
Your eyes want to believe what they see.
Your ears want to believe what they hear.
Your heart can neither see, nor can it hear.
It knows, listen with your heart.
“Teaching tales and verse awaken truths often buried. This book contains many keys to selfempowerment and growth into harmony with the Oneness.” Diana Taylor, Intuitive Counselor

“God, this is a good book!” by Rich Work
Only $12.50! (reg. $16.50) - February 2016
To order call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515. Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com
Harmonic Products and books do not treat or cure disease, they work with the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions, contact a health care professional.

Harmonic Vitalizer - Now On Sale - Over 25% OFF!!
(2 1/2”x 2 1/2”x 3/8” square colored engraved acrylic)

Harmonize the destructive negative energetics of cyber energy, digital technology, WIFI, cell and
TV towers, GPS, ELF, HAARP and similar disharmonic energetic waveforms and patterns.
Plus - harmonize and assist to reverse the effects of chemtrails and Morgellons.
• Awaken and revitalize the dynamics of your personal core power within as you continually remove and
harmonize layers of interference that have created many forms of limitation and disconnection such as
mental and physical fatigue, lethargy, creative stagnation, brain fog. Awaken your original blueprint of
creativity, positive patterns of life, vitality and sense of self.
The Vitalizers are designed to assist in clearing and transforming disharmonic, life-suppressing
energetics from:
• Your home: the people, pets, water, food, supplements, plants, crystals and all elements of life.
• Your computer, TV, video games, cell phone and all devices connected to incoming digital, WIFI, cyber
energy or preprogrammed energy patterns.
• Your appliances that have become embedded with harmful energy patterns coming in through electrical
connections.
Recommended Uses:

1. Place Vitalizer on or under the modem/router coming into your home, or somewhere on your computer.
A Vitalizer can be placed on the TV box, or anywhere on your computer to transform the disharmonic
energy patterns of the signals entering your device. If it is placed on the modem/router it transforms the
energetics before reaching your devices. It may take up to 2-4 weeks to completely clear the layers of
energetics embedded into your devices. Continued use will assist in keeping them clear. The cleared devices
will continuously send clear harmonic energy into the space and objects around them, creating a harmonic
revitalizing environment within your home and office space.
2. If you own a set of Environmental Harmonizers, place the Vitalizer under the four columns sitting
together to make a square with the logos on the columns each facing outward in a different direction.
(Add a 1/2 oz. of Harmonic Liquid Peace laying on top of the Environmental Harmonizer set for a wonderful
soothing harmonizing effect.)
The Environmental Harmonizers create a vortex of harmonic energy that will cover your entire home
and everything in it. By placing the Vitalizer under them, the energetics of the Vitalizer will be sent throughout
your home, office, etc.
3. Additional Vitalizers may be placed in specific places to clear and harmonize embedded disharmonic
cyber energies and restore a natural flow of harmonic, life supporting energy:
Start with (1) for the home – preferably under an Environmental Harmonizer, (1) for your office space
– at home and/or at work – either under an Environmental Harmonizer or on the computer modem/router,
(1) under the driver’s or passenger’s seat of each vehicle, (1) to carry in your purse or backpack or use for
therapeutic healing sessions. After 2-4 weeks you can add (1) to move around to clear individual items, (start
with the refrigerator) (1) on top of a whole house water purifier, (1) in or on the electrical circuit box, (1) on
the floor next to furnace/ air exchanger.

Harmonic Vitalizer -- (reg. $249.00) - Only $185.00 thru February 2016!
Order at 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

YExperience the Universal Harmonic ProtocolY
An amazingly powerful program that helps to:

• sustain the flow of full spectrum harmonic energy in your body!
• provide an energetic homeostasis of harmony and balance in the body!
• allow the individual cells to be gently cradled and lifted out of stagnation and
limitation back to their individual natural state of being in their Rainbow of Life!
(A simple and easy application that takes only a few minute in the morning and evening.)
Instructions are on our website at www.harmonicsinternational.com or call # below.

GREAT Package Price Feb. 2016 - 2 oz. Pkg. $250.00 v 1/2 oz. Pkg. $75.00!!
(Includes 1 each of AWAKEN, Peace, Joy, Harmony, Manna)

Order at 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

Joy is the Celebration of Life
It is the effervescence which moves through your being like
the radiance of sunshine smiling through from the inside out.
- Joy is the energy to lift you out of depression.
- Joy clears your mind to embrace and move into positive thoughts and actions.
- Joy is the fuel which drives creative ideas into materialization.
- Joy is the force which makes things happen in your life according to your desires.

Harmonics International
2042 Ryan Rd.
Mosinee, WI 54455
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